January 2008
Tuesday January 1, 2008
We woke to the sound of high winds and looking outside noted
that things were blowing all over the place. We found our
outdoor mats across the street and down a few sites. One
neighbour who was not home had a portable carport that had
blown free of its moorings and was threatening to scratch the
rig. Together with another neighbour we took it down to prevent
more damage.
We also removed our outdoor Christmas lights as the poor little
snowmen were in danger of blowing away.
Except for walking the dog we spent the rest of the day inside
keeping warm.

Wednesday January 2, 2008

Weather still rather windy and wet but compared to what we
hear on the news about Canada and the northern states we have
it made. The park is starting to fill in and Percy is really happy as
there are more dogs at the pet park.

Maureen spent the day taking down the indoor ornaments and
giving the rig a thorough cleaning.

Thursday January 3, 2008
Maureen rode up
to the main
building to see
what the Country
Store is all about.
The ballroom
where we had the
New Years Party
was transformed
into a very large
flee market with
vendors both
inside and out
selling everything under the sun. Maureen bought a new purse
that can be used as a but pack for only $10.
In the afternoon Maureen went to North Point and spent a
pleasant afternoon with the Card Crafters group. Some of the
members were showing off their new toys and reference books
that Santa brought.

Friday January 4, 2008
Weather has turned rather cool and wet and not conducive to
outdoor activities. Mike spends lots of time reading the many
books that he has borrowed from the extensive library here. The
Tengo internet here is still rather unreliable. Some days it works
but most of the time it does not – especially when sending
messages or surfing.

Saturday January 5, 2008

Back to the Laundromat. This time it did not take as long as
Maureen already had the card filled with credit for the machines.
She was able to help two other ladies who were using the
Laundromat for the first time.

Sunday January 6, 2008

Happy Birthday Magy!
Although it is still (relatively) cool here we decided to make use
of the pool, hot tub and sauna. Once you get in the water is really
great but getting out again is another story!

Monday January 7, 2008
More of the
Christmas mail
finally arrived
today. We pick up
our mail at a bank
of mail boxes
beside the ball
diamond.
Mail Address for
next park in
“Future Plans.”

Thank you to CJ and Charlie for the pictures and the beautiful
card!
Spent a large part of the day working on the business books. All
play and no work makes Mike a dull boy????

Tuesday January 8, 2008
Morning came
early today as
our rig was
scheduled for
some
maintenance
at Robert
Christ RV in
Mesa. Paul
and his crew
were very
accommodating and fixed all the things that they could. Our
experience was very positive and we will be taking it back again
when the parts arrive for the other items that need fixing.

At noon we went to Ochoa’s Restaurant in Casa Grande for a
luncheon meeting with 28 fellow Mobile Suite owners. We sat at
a table with a Lion and his wife who own a 2003 Suite. Percy
enjoyed the outing too, but was disappointed that he did not get
to eat any of the Mexican food.

Wednesday January 9, 2008
Maureen was up early again
to attend Sue’s Stamping
Class. The teaching,
organization and resource
materials were all first
class.

Maureen learned how to stamp, crimp, punch, insert eyelets,
and compose a beautiful card that will be sent to a special Mom
for her birthday in February.

Thank you Sue for your
experience and patience.
Many of the techniques
learned will be used for
both scrapbooking
and making greeting cards.

Thursday January 10

We all went to the
Country Store this
morning. Mike
bought a nice
warm sweatshirt
and some new
tubes to replace
the leaky ones on
our bikes

We met a man and his wife from R & R Windshield Repair.

In the afternoon they dropped by our site. The windshield on the
truck had been repaired in Yuma, but it was still quite noticeable.
With the right equipment and know how Mr. Dangler was able to
minimize the crack and the price was quite reasonable too.

